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Intensified Chemotherapy with Stem Cell Support for Solid Tumors in Adults: 30 Years of Investigations Can Provide Some Clear Answers?
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1. Introduction

High-dose chemotherapy (HDC) with autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (AH SCT) was first introduced as an experimental treatment for solid tumours in the late seventies (1). The basic line for such treatment was extremely simple: can grams work where milligrams fail? Initial data were from pediatric tumors, but soon after an incredible amount of data came from germ cell tumor (GCT), breast carcinoma (BC), small cell lung cancer (SCLC), ovarian cancer and nearly all tumor types have been treated, many of them reported as anecdotal.

After more than thirty years of investigations we are now in the position of giving a lookout of what happened and why some questions received an answer and why others did not. The “rush to transplantation” in the early times led to thousands of patients (pts) treated with such modality, BC being the most preferred indication with nearly 2,000 pts per year in the late nineties only in Europe (2). Unfortunately, the vast majority of those pts have been treated outside clinical trials, so the level of evidence for years remained at the lowest level. Nevertheless some important studies have been conducted and at least for some tumor types some robust data have been provided.

This article will try to clarify what happened and where we are now in this still fascinating and probably not exhausted field. We will first consider BC due to the huge amount of data available, and then other tumors for which HDC has been widely utilized.

2. Breast cancer

Several nonrandomized studies conducted in the eighties and early nineties demonstrated considerable improvements for pts with BC receiving HDC (3-5). This led to the premature
acceptance of HDC as a treatment option for high risk adjuvant and metastatic BC, and the number of transplants performed worldwide consistently increased during the nineties (2). By the mid-1990s, BC had become the most common indication for AH SCT in North America and Europe. There followed a phase of disillusion after premature reports of some randomized studies not showing significant overall survival (OS) benefit of HDC and after a case of scientific misconduct (6). The scene was set for the demise of HDC in BC, and in more recent years the number of procedures has diminished and in fact abandoned by the vast majority of Centers (7). In more recent years, new information provided from mature phase III trials and a metaanalysis (8-10) suggest that HDC may still have a role in subgroups of pts with BC.

2.1 Adjuvant setting
The body of evidence consists of 15 randomized studies including more than 6,200 pts (10,11) Three of those have to be considered pilot or feasibility studies with less than 100 pts each (12-14). The Scandinavian Study by Bergh et al (15) is the only one with a poorer survival of the HDC arm. However, because of the unusual design of the study (chemotherapy (CT) in the control arm tailored to individual tolerance), pts in the control arm received a significantly higher total dose of CT and had a higher incidence of treatment-related leukemia and myelodysplastic syndromes.

Three important trials conducted in the era of peripheral blood stem cells, and comparing HDC with appropriate control have been recently published. The transplant-related mortality (TRM) in these studies ranged from 0 to 1%. The IBCSG reported a PFS advantage of intensified doxorubicin-cyclophosphamide regimen over conventional antracyclin-based CT pts with high risk of relapse harboring ER+ tumors (16). The largest study of HDC in BC, recently updated with a follow up of 7 years (8), has shown a clear advantage in favour of HDC in RFS in women with > 9 positive nodes and in OS in pts with > 3 positive nodes and Her2 negative tumors. Finally, Nitz et al (9) demonstrated a significant RFS and OS improvement in pts with high-risk BC (>9 positive nodes) with a tandem high-dose regimen with no treatment-related mortality.

Some have argued that HDC have been so far compared with “old fashion” conventional treatments. Among new antineoplastic agents introduced in the last two decades, taxanes, the only ones to show additional benefit to conventional antracycline-based combinations, produce limited survival advantage, if any, in the higher risk population for nodal status, i.e. > 3 LN (17,18). Moreover, taxanes are more effective in the HER2 positive pts (17), which is the population not likely to benefit from HDC alkylating agents. The only targeted therapy currently utilized in the adjuvant setting of BC (trastuzumab) is effective (and approved) in HER2+ disease. It is true that taxanes and targeted therapies were not included in the control arms. But they were not included in the HDC arms as well

In summary, the following considerations in the adjuvant setting can be drawn:
1. Most of the studies of HDC show an advantage in RFS, regarded as the primary endpoint in the adjuvant setting by oncologists, while an OS benefit was observed in two modern trials comparing HDC with appropriate control and utilizing blood stem cells.
2. The Dutch study (8) and the recent metaanalysis by Berry at al. (10) provide evidence that only pts with Her2 negative tumors do benefit from HDC. This observation confirms the conclusion of several retrospective analyses that Her2 positive tumors should probably not receive HD alkylating CT. Moreover, if one assumes that 25-30% of
pts in randomized studies have HER2 positive disease, these pts will not benefit from HDC and will in fact do worse if effective antracycline-based CT is withheld, then any benefit from HDC for the HER2 negative tumors will be invisible in the final outcome.

3. While difficult to perform due to the limited interest of the pharmaceutical companies, future studies on HDC should concentrate on populations likely to benefit most from this form of therapy and on regimens with low mortality rate.

2.2 Metastatic BC

Individual studies have suggested that age/menopausal status, hormone-receptor status or HER-2/neu expression, tumor load, and chemosensitivity may be predictive of the benefits of HDC (19-22).

When looking at prospective randomized studies An equivalent or better EFS has been shown in all trials but, only one published as full report could demonstrate an OS advantage (11). A recent metaanalysis of phase III studies failed to demonstrate a survival advantage of HDC in MBC (23). Also for MBC it would be important to identify pts, if any, that are likely to benefit most from HDC. In particular, HDC appears to be effective in stage IV pts who were rendered free of macroscopic disease by previous therapy or in patients with oligometastatic disease (19,22). It clearly comes out from two large retrospective analysis (2,24) that a significant proportion of patients undergoing HDC after achieving response from conventional treatments are long term (>5 years) disease free survivors. Such results suggest that HDC with AH SCT can cure a subset of patients with MBC.

Finally, as observed in the adjuvant setting, also stage IV pts with HER2 positive tumors derive no benefit from high-dose alkylating agents (19). It requires to be demonstrated whether the use of non-alkylating drugs, including taxanes, antracycline and mitoxantrone (24, 32), in HDC regimens might prove effective in subset of pts with HER2 positive or with other biological tumor characteristics (29).

Also in the setting of metastatic disease, randomized studies in selected patient populations are necessary to define the exact role of HDC.

2.3 Small cell lung carcinoma (SCLC)

Probably due to its high chemosensitivity and its poor prognosis, SCLC has been the first adult tumor to be tested with HDC in a relative large number of pts. The first attempts have been very pioneeristic, with pts usually grafted after first or subsequent lines with poor performance status and in a chemorefractory phase of their diseases.

After several small studies conducted in the eighties and early nineties showing that HDC might have a role in selected patients (25), The EBM T launched the first and so far only randomized study where pts with limited and extensive disease ≤ 2 metastatic sites were given either conventional CT or a multiple transplant program, i.e. three high-dose ICE (ifosfamide, carboplatin and etoposide) shots (26). This international study, enrolling 145 pts (half of the planned number), showed no significantly improved 3-year PFS or OS benefit of increasing the dose-intensity, the peak-dose or the total dose of ICE. It is important to note that 9% of pts in the HDC arm died of therapy-related toxicity, a data that other than being unacceptable today, can per se explain the lack of favourable results of this study.

At present the number of pts receiving HDC worldwide is anecdotal. The role of dose intensification in the treatment of SCLC would deserve further evaluation, taking into consideration also the very poor progress obtained in such tumor in the last decades and the so far pessimistic scenario of target therapy in this disease (27).
2.4 Germ cell tumors (GCT)

Because of the extremely high chemosensitivity of GCTs, the concept of HDC in this disease has been rapidly developed worldwide and intensively investigated. Clinical trials have been performed in a variety of settings, ranging from resistant or absolute refractory disease to chemosensitive relapse. The role of dose-intensification with stem cell support has also been explored as a part of first-line strategy for patients at higher risk of recurrence. This issue has been recently comprehensively reviewed by Simonelli et al. (28) who suggest that the role of HDC in GCTs remains controversial mainly due to the heterogeneity of patient population and treatment approaches, the lack of well-defined prognostic variables and the limited number of randomized trials conducted.

HDC with stem cell rescue cannot be proposed for poor risk patients, neither as front-line therapy nor as consolidation, in patients achieving response by conventional CT. The two randomized studies conducted in this patient population (29,30) failed to demonstrate an OS benefit. Albeit supported by limited data, first line “consolidation” HDCT may be considered in selected patients with chemosensitive primary mediastinal disease (31,32). Intensified treatments has been more widely investigated as a salvage therapy for patients with an incomplete response to initial CT and for those with relapsed GCTs. Despite the robust data from the Indiana group (33) and from other retrospective/phase II studies (28), the role of HDCT as second line treatment for relapsed GCTs, remains today uncertain. Also in view of the very recent data produced by Lorch et al. (34), the most pressing issues in GCT treatment are defining standards of HDC and optimizing outcomes of salvage treatment. The recently proposed TIGER study, comparing four cycles of conventional dose TIP versus paclitaxel/ifosfamide followed by multiple HD-CE as first line salvage treatment in refractory/relapsed GCT patients, goes in this direction (35). HDC should be considered a treatment option for patients that are (primary) refractory to platinum-based CT or for those with a first or further relapse (33,36,37). Multiple intensified cycles with carboplatin/etoposide (33,38) is recommended as the standard HD treatment also due to concern that using a three-drug regimen would require dose reductions of the two most active drugs in this setting.

2.5 Ovarian carcinoma

Early reports of HDC for ovarian carcinoma dealt with pts with resistant or refractory disease. Several small phase II studies have shown activity of HDC, but responses were generally short lasting (39). These early studies were extremely heterogeneous in terms of pts’ selection, use of chemotherapeutic agents and schedule of administration. Stiff et al reported a single centre experience in 100 pts with relapsed or persistent disease treated with various HDC regimens (40). The median OS were 9.6 and 23.1 months for pts with platinum-resistant and platinum-sensitive disease, respectively, leading to the conclusion that platinum sensitivity and tumor bulk are the two most important predictors of survival following HDC. Two large retrospective analyses including data from the European and American registries database (251 and 421 patients, respectively) suggested a survival benefit in pts receiving HDC as consolidation following conventional first line CT (41) or being in remission at transplant (42).

In late 1998 the EBMT launched an international randomised trial of multi-cycle HDC in optimally debulked pts. Control arm consisted of 6 courses of standard dose carboplatin-paclitaxel. Later on this study merged with a similar German trial. The final analysis of this
combined study included 149 patients, half of the planned population providing evidence of no benefit of HDC on survival (43). Two other randomised trials, conducted by the Gynaecological Oncology Group and by a Finnish group closed early due to poor recruitment. At present no HDC studies are ongoing in ovarian cancer.

2.6 Sarcoma
In soft tissue sarcoma (STS) several phase I and II studies have been conducted (39, 44) but, because of the heterogeneity of study population and histology, no evidence-based conclusions could be extrapolated. Recently, the only randomized study to date has been published by the French sarcoma group. This trial failed to show an OS advantage for advanced STS patients treated with dose-intensified chemotherapy with stem cell support (45).

In the highly chemosensitive Ewing family of tumors (EFT), a rare disease in adults, data are far more convincing both in locally advanced and metastatic disease (46-48). First line EFT pts with good responding disease, i.e. complete-partial response, as well as patients with sensitive relapse are good candidates to be considered for HDC, whenever possible within controlled studies.

In the highly chemosensitive Ewing family of tumors (EFT), a rare disease in adults, data are far more convincing both in locally advanced and metastatic disease (46-48). First line EFT pts with good responding disease, i.e. complete-partial response, as well as patients with sensitive relapse are good candidates to be considered for HDC, whenever possible within controlled studies.

Finally, evidence of HDC role in rhabdomyosarcomas and osteosarcomas is still missing (49,50).

3. Conclusion
What we can take from the bulk of clinical studies performed over the last 30 years, which unfortunately include a limited number of randomized studies, is that greatly increasing the total dose of CT may prove effective in subgroup of pts with defined clinical and biological characteristics, as suggested for BC. Many oncologists believe that is not quite enough and suggest that this approach should cease while we entered the era of targeted therapies (51). However, such a conclusion could be just as premature and thoughtless as the uncritical use of HDC that was so common 15 years ago.

HDC with AHSCT has become a safe and reasonably well-tolerated treatment modality (52) that can even be administered in the outpatient setting. Moreover, the prognosis of solid tumors discussed in this article has changed very little in the past decades, as novel targeted therapies had a clear impact only in the subset of pts with BC overexpressing HER2 (53,54). We believe that, instead of simply giving up on a potential treatment modality, it is more logical and practical to refine and improve this existing therapy in addition to developing new approaches in the clinical trial setting (55).

Improvement of treatment of solid tumor may well come, in the future, by integrating intensified CT, being per-se capable of remarkable and rapid tumor regression, with novel treatment strategies (i.e. immunotherapy or target-specific therapy) for their potential to eliminate residual disease (56,57)

In conclusion, data available to date do not support, outside controlled trials, the use of HDC with AHSCT for solid tumors in adults, with the possible exception of highly selected, well informed pts with GCTs, BC and EFT.
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